Abstract: A method and a detailed adaptive algorithm for wide-range frequency change measurement is presented. The method is based on a two-stage operating principle in which the results of a coarse frequency measurement are used for both orthogonal filter adjustment and modifications to the basic algorithm that is applied to fine frequency estimation. The adaptive features ensure good selectivity of the algorithm (in the sense of higher and subharmonic attenuation) within the range 5 to 80Hz. Simulation results presented confirm good accuracy of frequency estimation in the presence of a standard noise level in the input signal, as well as satisfactory frequency tracking properties of the algorithm at relatively high frequencychanging rates.
Introduction
Most frequency estimating algorithms used in power protection systems are designed to accurately measure small frequency deviations since these may indicate seriously abnormal operating conditions of the power system. Limited to operating in a narrow frequency band, the algorithms are based on selective digital filters [l] which provide significant suppression of sub and higher harmonics in a measured signal, thus enabling reduction of errors in frequency estimation caused by noise. At the same time, due to the limited range of measured frequencies, the errors caused by varying gains of the digital filters either remain at a negligibly low level or can easily be corrected or compensated entirely [2] . For some applications, however, and for power generator protection and control in particular, accurate frequency measurements and tracking within a much wider frequency range (from zero to the nominal value and higher) are required. In such cases the contradictory requirements (selectivity and reduction of errors due to higher harmonics against accuracy and invari- In this paper a simple and effective method of adaptive frequency estimation is presented. The method employs the algorithm described in [2] whose selective frequency response is adjusted online to the measured frequency. Theoretical analysis of the method presented is illustrated by the results of a simulation study carried out for different scenarios of measured signal-frequency changes, and also in the presence of higher frequency noise at a level typical of that produced by power generators operating in normal and abnormal conditions. 
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Principle of the method
To show that the standard frequency measuring algorithms are essentially useless for estimation of widerange frequency changes consider the frequency responses of a typical pair of orthogonal cosine and sine filters shown in Fig. 1 . If the filters are designed to measure the nominal frequency (50Hz, lh, Fig. 1 ) then all higher harmonics (2h, 3h, ..., Fig. 1 ) will be rejected.
Now if the same filters are used to measure frequency 25Hz (now considered as the fundamental lh', Fig. 1 ) the filter gains for this frequency will be reduced by almost a factor of two and will change significantly for higher harmonics. The signal of nominal frequency (50Hz, now tbe second harmonic 2hf, Fig. 1) is doubled, the third harmonic (3h') remains at the same level as the fundamental and only the fourth and higher even-harmonic signals are rejected. Thus the orthogonal filters considered can hardly be used for large frequency deviation measurements or for frequency-change tracking unless their characteristics are adapted adequately to the measured frequency values. Adaptation of the orthogonal filter characteristics and the frequency measuring algorithm underlie the method presented. The basic idea of the method is illustrated in Fig. 2 . First, the respective narrow frequency interval is determined within which the frequency oT the measured signal is located by a coarse frequency measurement. During the coarse measurement the period of the measured signal is evaluated in terms of I he number of samples, with an accuracy (or resolution) that depends on the sampling rate used. According to the result obtained the orthogonal filters are adjusted and their data windows modified to ensure optimal filtration of the measured signal. The fine frequency measurement is carried out by the basic algorithm whose properties are also adapted according to the coarse measurement results. where C is a certain constant. The best sensitivity of estimation is obtained for C = 0 and then where J;. is the sampling frequency and wk is the discrete value of angular frequency. The sample discrete values of estimated frequencies which correspond to some selected values of k and calculated for two different values o f f , are shown in Table 1 . In practice, the values of measured frequency can rarely be equal to fk. In most cases they are located within the interval Vk, fk+,] . Assuming that the actual angular frequency is equal to wk + Awk and the condition of eqn. 7 is satisfied, the following relationship can be derived:
where Amk represents the deviation of actual angular frequency w from the nearest value of u k . This function is positive for w < wk and negative for w > u k . Thus the criterion of sign can be used for coarse frequency estimation. The mechanism of such an estimation is illustrated in Fig. 3 . If the initial value of frequency is wo (the starting point of estimation) and the actual frequency to be estimated is w, then k must be decreased until it reaches the value corresponding to wk at which the sign of eqn. 8 becomes negative. At this moment k or, using eqn. 7 in eqn. 9
The optimal value of E (minimum changes of k, satisfactory resolution of estimation) is obtained when (Fig. 3) and then, using eqns. 7, 9 and 10
The value of E must be calculated for the greatest frequency to be estimated. For example, if the highest frequency to be estimated is 50Hz then for the sampling ratek, = =kHz, E = 0.039.
Fine frequency estimation
For fine frequency estimation and tracking, an application of the algorithm described in [4] is proposed. The algorithm is based on orthogonal components of the measured signal x(n) obtained by means of a pair of nonrecursive filters F,, F, (for instance, of cosine and sine type). The outputs of the filters are described by the equations The algorithm uses current and delayed by k and 2k samples of orthogonal components according to the relation (14) or (in case when eqn. 7 is satisfied, i.e. for k = ..cfs/2mk) according to the approximate equation
The distinguishing feature of the algorithm is that the results of frequency estimation depend neither on the measured signal magnitude nor on the sampling rate applied. Moreover, if the measured signal does not contain higher harmonics, the variable filter gains do not impair estimation accuracy over a very wide range of frequency change. Unfortunately, the latter property does not hold for higher harmonics in the input signal. However, fairly good accuracy of estimation (no worse than 0.01 Hz at the standard level of noise) is obtained within the narrow frequency interval of * 2Hz around the nominal value.
Remarkable extension of the accurate frequency estimation range of noisy signals has been obtained by use of the adaptive procedure presented. The value of the delay k in eqns. 14 and 15 is always set to equal a quarter of the coarsely estimated fundamental frequency period of the currently measured signal. The data window length of the orthogonal filters is extended (or compressed) to the value of 4k (full cycle of the currently measured signal). The filter coefficients (and the filter frequency response) are also modified so that they always cover the full cycle of sinelcosine functions. To avoid additional computation the filter's coefficient sets for the expected range of frequency changes (different filter window lengths) may be calculated offline and stored in the memory of the device (protective relay, control unit).
By comparison with the adaptive algorithm described in [5] the method presented seems to be simpler and more convenient in implementation since neither filter gain correction nor approximation of the measured signal derivative are required.
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Simulation results
Operation of the algorithm was tested by use of the EMTP software package. The frequency of the measured signal (eqn. 1) was modulated in the following way: a) step change from the nominal value of 50 to 40Hz b) linear change from 5 to 80Hz with constant change rates of 20 Hzls and 1 Hzls In all cases the simulation tests were carried out for input signals that were purely sinusoidal, and distorted by harmonics whose p.u. values were -2nd harmonic, 0.05p.u.
-3rd harmonic, 0.15p.u.
-4th harmonic, 0.05p.u.
The input signals were sampled at f, = 4kHz (80 samples of signal in one period of the nominal 50Hz). The relative frequency deviation E at which the value of delay k is changed was assumed to be equal to 0.04. In Fig. 4 the coarse and fine frequency estimates (curves 2 and 3, respectively) obtained for the step frequency change of a purely sinusoidal input signal are shown. The coarse estimate reaches the steady-state value (which in this case coincides with the fine estimation resull:) in 15ms. At moments when the instantaneous frequency deviation exceeds the [-E, +E] interval (Fig. 5 ) the delay k is changed and both filter data windows and parameters and the fine frequency estimation algorithm (sample delays) are modified. The output of the: fine estimation block monotonically reaches the steady-state value in approx. 35ms (the additional 20ms is introduced by full-cycle filtration). A smoother transition (curve 4) is possible if an extra half-cycle averaging filter is used at the output.
Figs. 6 and 7 illustrate the algorithm operation for the step frequency change of the input signal that is distorted by harmonics. Now the switching of k is more frequent and despite the filter's adaptation, the higher harmonics are not rejected entirely. The resulting steady-state error of estimation is at the level of 0.2Hz and can be reduced to a value of 0.05Hz by additional averaging filtration of the output.
The frequency-tracking properties of the algorithm for an undistorted input signal that changes at the rate of 20HzIs are shown in Figs. 8-10 . The frequency changes are tracked with a time delay approximately equal to one period of the currently measured frequency (i.e. looms for f = lOHz, 20ms for f = 50Hz, and so on). Enlarged fragments of Fig. 8 , shown in Figs. 9 and 10, illustrate the mechanism of the coarse and fine estimation. Small oscillations in the output (curve 3; due to the continuously increasing frequency the filters never operate over the full data window) can be removed by simple averaging of results (curve 4). The presence of higher harmonics in the input signal (Figs. 11-13 ) practically does not affect the accuracy of estimation. Curves I 4 as in Fig. 4 At a lower frequency change rate (1 Hzls, a value typical for generator start-up) the simulation results obtained for E = 0.04 (Figs. 14 and 15) are similar to those presented in Figs. 11-13 but the instantaneous error of estimation, understood as the difference between the real frequency and its estimate, is in this case smaller, not exceeding value of 0.2Hz. Fig. 4 transient properties of the algorithm are sufficient for tracking fast changes of power system frequency the total delay of frequency tracking does not exceed one cycle of instantaneous frequency value within the whole range of frequency changes. Simulation tests also confirmed the distinguishing (as compared with other methods) properties of the algorithm, i.e. insensitivity to filter gains and input-signal amplitude variations combined with good immunity to higher harmonic noise. Thus the method seems to show
